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executive summary
Townsville has only one theatre, the Townsville Civic Theatre (TCT) built in 1978 as Stage one of a
Performing Arts Centre (TPAC). Forty years later, this is no longer sufficient for the community’s
needs and as a result the city misses out on numerous performances.
To promote debate and action, four leading local performing arts organisations developed and
launched the TPAC proposal in 2015.
The concept was to continue the development of our TCT into a five-venue performing arts centre
with the back-of-house and front-of-house facilities shared. Over 800 off-street carparks are
provided and construction could be carried out without interrupting the continued operation of the
TCT.
The concept adds the most needed venues to the existing 1000-seat drama theatre by improving
and extending the building to providing:





a 200-seat theatre with multi-use option
a 2000-seat capacity amphitheatre.
an 800-seat medium-sized theatre in concert hall - not drama theatre - format with 600
stalls and a 200-seat balcony, intended to provide the acoustics but cater for much more
than just musical concerts.
A large separatable foyer space that can become a venue in its own right for flat floor
performance or function use.

For some years a 1000-seat stand-alone Concert Hall has been proposed for Townsville. This would
be a very costly facility for which there is low demand. Two reports that support this concept have
been prepared (Bott 2017; AECOM 2019). Both reports are seriously flawed in overestimating
demand, and fail to address high operational costs and justify the facility by incorrectly predicting
large flow-on benefits to the Civic Theatre and the local economy while ignoring the fact that the
community need has not been addressed.
Recently a proposal for a cultural precinct has emerged. Placing art facilities together has problems.
It takes facilities such as art galleries out of the CBD where they are best located, and a precinct
would also cause increased traffic and parking issues whilst yielding no benefit to the facilities
concerned.
A PAC is best located on a large inner-city site with its own access and parking, separated from the
envisaged Entertainment Centre or the nearby Stadium. These are the features that makes the TCT
location the optimum site for our PAC. The TPAC concept is exceptionally economical with a current
cost estimate of $74.3m and would also minimise subsequent operational costs. The proposal
comes from the community and is shovel-ready.
The TPAC proposal gives us the facilities Townsville needs in the most affordable form, and above all
addresses the community needs. It also has the benefit of being an excellent Festival venue. It
would be one of regional Australia’s best Performing Arts Centres, could potentially achieve a breakeven operating cost and would greatly enhance the cultural life of Townsville and the liveability of
the city.
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1. background
Townsville is desperately short of performing arts facilities. This need was identified as far back as
the 1970s. Townsville City Council (TCC) decided that the city needed a performing arts centre (PAC)
and with no suitable site available in the CBD they excised a large parcel of land out of Reid Park on
the opposite side of Ross Creek to the CBD and built the Townsville Civic Theatre (TCT) as Stage 1 of
the PAC which opened in 1978 (a very similar project to QPAC being established on the other side of
the river in Brisbane). Forty-three years later we are still waiting for stage 2 which was then
promised to commence in 5 years’ time i.e., 1983.
In 2009 the TCT received an extension building funded by Queensland 150 years celebration funds,
this consisted entirely of back of house improvements and did not add venues or significant Patron
improvements. Not long before amalgamation with TCC in 2008 Thuringowa City established the
Riverway Arts Centre which added a 300-seat capacity “Black Box” multi use space to our venues but
this facility has been closed for the last two years and is understood to be destined for conversion
into a library.
We are therefore almost exactly where we were in 1978.
Townsville is missing out on numerous performances and events every year. That TCT turned away
110 potential bookings in 2014 (TCC Performing Arts and Events Strategy 2015 p. 6) illustrates the
extent of the problem which existed long before 2014 and has deteriorated since. It should also be
noted that this 110 figure does not include the many potential users who already knew TCT was
heavily booked and as a result did not bother to even try booking. Nor does it include touring events
that did not proceed due to a lack of a venue in the largest town on the northern circuit.
In 2014 four leading Townsville performing arts organisations combined to commission the
preparation of a concept design for a facility that would address our key venue needs. This was
done in order to stimulate debate and to urge Council to action. This is the TPAC proposal which
was submitted to Council in 2015 (see Appendix 1) and was revised in 2017 (TPAC 2017 Revision A).
No formal response, other than acknowledgement of receipt, was received from Council until 2017
when representatives of the TPAC partner organisations were informed that Council had received
and adopted the Bott Report (Bott2017) which had recommended against the TPAC concept and
that therefore Council “would give no further consideration” to the TPAC proposal. The Bott Report
was a feasibility study for a Concert Hall (see 5.1 below).
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2. community needs
The TPAC partner organisations – the Barrier Reef Orchestra (BRO); the Australian Concerto and
Vocal Competition (ACVC); the Townsville Community Music Centre (TCMC) and the Townsville
Eisteddfod are all long established performing arts organisations.
Defining our venue needs is not hard, indeed the inadequacies of our venues are constantly obvious
to any organisation involved in events in Townsville.
In addition to the TCT, a 1000 seat drama theatre which is an excellent facility and recently
refurbished, the TPAC group identified our key venues needs as :




a small theatre (say 200 seat)
a medium sized theatre (500-600 capacity);
an outdoor theatre (2000 capacity amphitheatre) and
at least one venue with the right acoustics for live music and voice.

The performing arts in Townsville consists of numerous individual companies, organisations and
groups – there is no uniting body. There are two multi-member bodies – the TPAC group and
Professional Artists North Queensland (PANQ). These two organisations have a formally adopted
joint position on overall arts facility needs which includes the key venues listed above (see appendix
2). It is noted that the four key venues are seen as an essential minimum, there are other highly
desirable venues that could be added – a studio; a dance theatre, a Centre for the Moving Image, a
large black box space suitable for circus and other events are examples.
To the desire for the key venue needs (small, medium, outdoor + acoustics) was added the clear
need for our new venues to be in the form of a PAC. This is not only much less costly in both capital
and subsequent operational cost terms but gives us a multi-venue festival centre as opposed to
isolated venues.
Since we already have a large suitable block of land set to one side for a PAC and we already have
stage 1 built the architectural brief specified that our four needed venues be developed as
improvements and extensions to the existing TCT. This continues the sound vision of Council and
builds on a substantial and very successful community asset.
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3.

tpac outline

The TPAC brief was given to Troppo Architects and the design development process was informed by
frequent discussion and review so that practical industry input was present throughout. It was also
required that the concept be a no-frills design focused on functional practicability. This was not to
be an iconic structure (though clearly this can also be achieved if the additional costs are accepted)
and lastly the design was not to provide facilities dedicated to any one user nor based on any one
user’s needs. This exclusion applied in regard to all potential users including the TPAC partner
organisations themselves.
In addition to the 960-seat current TCT, the TPAC concept includes the following:





208 seat drama theatre
600-800 seat concert hall
2,000 capacity outdoor amphitheatre
Separatable foyer space

The main elements in the TPAC concept are outlined below – reference should be made to the
relevant plan sheets in the TPAC document which can be viewed or downloaded at www.tpac.net.au
3.1 Small Drama Theatre See plan sheets 5 & 9
Capacity
Location



208 seat auditorium



Within the Civics’ extension area presently taken up by storage and
workshop.

Access



Stage access by two sound locks and via a wide door stage entry with a
floor lift to raise large items such as a grand piano to stage level.
Patron access to the auditorium is via the same space as that for door 2
of the Civic auditorium where the nearby existing toilets have been
increased in size.
9m wide proscenium arch with thrust stage



Stage



Auditorium
Features



Retractable seating and five large furniture storage cupboards recessed
into the walls

Intention



Drama and music performance. This theatre is also intended to
accommodate functions, meetings etc and could be used for theatre
restaurant with the choice of partially or fully retracting the seating to
create combinations of seating, dancing and dining options.
Could be utilised as a rehearsal space and could also be used as a
marshalling area if needed for performances with extremely large casts
such as dance school presentations in the Civic auditorium.
Very frequent use throughout the year.



Use
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3.2

Concert hall See plan sheets 6,10 & 12

Capacity
Location
Access



600/800 seats




Additional construction adjoining the current TCT
Wide rear doors to the stage and a loading bay allows large items to be
installed on stage. There is a patron lift to upper floors.
20m x 20m concert hall stage (no proscenium arch, wings or fly tower).
Drama theatre layout with all seats directly facing the stage.
Concert Hall acoustics
600-seat raked stalls and a 200-seat balcony – this gives the venue a
600/800 capacity but retains the same medium sized hall.
The TPAC design proposes to combine the requirement for a medium
sized theatre (500-600 seats) with the requirement for at least one
venue with the right acoustics for live music and voice making the
venue acceptable for live music but quite adaptable to other uses.
Fairly frequent use throughout the year.
This model is a cost saving measure; the alternative is to build both a
medium sized drama theatre and a concert hall as well.

Stage
Features






Intention



Use
Notes




3.3

Outdoor Theatre See plan sheets 7,11 & 12


2,000

Access
Stage





Features



Adjacent to TCT
With its own turnstile entry separate from the PAC lobby.
20m wide and 11m deep. The stage has its own loading bay and access
to the full back-of-house facilities of the PAC.
Refreshments and toilets are located beneath the grassed, graded
audience mound which has a 1 in 5 slope – not too steep to climb or sit
on but enough to give all a good view of the stage.
The flat “mosh pit” area in front of the large roofed stage could
optionally accommodate an audience of 500 seated on chairs, 300
informally seated on blankets or 250 dining at tables of 10.
The venue does not have to be used only for large events.
There is a sound and light booth at the rear of the mound and the stage
has access to its own loading ramp
The audience in the amphitheatre faces south-east.
Fairly frequent use throughout the year.
It is noted that Cairns has already built an amphitheatre of similar
capacity near CPAC.
Having the two amphitheatres would greatly help to attract touring
events to the north and would also prompt Mackay and Rockhampton to
follow suit and create a northern circuit like that of our theatres.

Capacity
Location





Use
Notes
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3.4

Separatable Foyer See plan sheets 6,10 & 12

Capacity




500 seated at tables
1,000 stand up event

Location



Effectively joins the current theatre space to the Concert Hall.

Access
Auditorium
Features




Vehicle and forklift access is via extra-large doors in the lobby outer wall.
Can easily be opened up for free movement of patrons or closed off to
become a venue in it’s own right.
Designed to have the option of natural light and ventilation in the
stepped ceiling (see cross section plan 12) as an alternative to the air
conditioning.
There is an existing balcony which projects into the space on the eastern
wall, this could serve as a minstrel gallery.



Stage

Intention
Use








Notes



12m wide; 8m deep triangular stage with access to the full back of house
facilities.
Sound and light booth located above the Bar
Foyer space
Events and functions
The foyer space is seen as possibly the most heavily used element in the
PAC.
It especially lends itself to conference or promotional events that might
use this space in combination with either the Civic or Concert Hall
auditoriums.
Both the Burdekin and Mackay Theatres have large foyers which can be
used as flat floor venues.
The TPAC design takes this proven concept a step further by creating a
large foyer space that can be separated to become a venue whilst still
retaining adequate lobby space servicing the other auditoriums.
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3.5

Front of House See plan sheet 3

Facilities





Bar




Box Office



Toilets




Administration



Facilities are shared by all four internal venues
Connected by a continuous 900m2 m lobby inside and a 6m wide
830m2 wrap around covered veranda outside.
The lobby outer wall is composed of 2 meter wide rotatable louvre
panels, this allows for the louvres to be opened or closed either for
vision or ventilation or for them to be rotated for free movement of
people between the lobby and veranda. The intent is to have a
tropical, well ventilated and informal front of house which could
however be closed up for air conditioning when required. It is
possible for the veranda, lobbies and foyer to become one large
uninterrupted space.
Long bar and food servery island facing both the lobby and the
separatable foyer space.
Above the bar is a commercial kitchen and the foyer sound and light
booth (see plan sheet 6 and cross-section sheet 12
External to the building and utilises what was previously the Civic
Theatre bar. This enables the Box Office to operate entirely
independently including at times when all of the PAC is closed to the
public.
The existing toilets near the small theatre and the Civic lobby toilets
have the female increased and the male reduced in size to balance out
the usage and reduce queuing.
In both the Concert Hall and Civic lobbies six unisex toilets have been
added two of which would be nominated “disabled” but all are in fact
identical. The intent is that both older and slower patrons could use
these toilets freeing up the other facilities for most patrons.
Administration space has been increased by converting the existing
little used atrium behind the Civic lift into both ground floor and upper
floor office space, the previous box office is also incorporated into
administration.
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3.6

Back of House See plan sheet 3 and upper floors on sheets 8,9 & 10

Facilities




C2 conversion





Stage door
and green
rooms




Piano store
room
Storage



Access







The TPAC concept approximately doubles the back of house facilities of
the existing Civic Theatre although effectively adding four venues.
Each venue would be able to be allocated as much or as little of these
facilities as the individual user required.
The present “C2” space is converted into workshop and storage space
with the mezzanine level extended to cover half the ground floor area.
A loading bay is added to this area, as are loading bays for both the
Concert Hall and Amphitheatre stages.
The workshop/storage area is connected to Administration via a upper
level walkway which also incorporates the small theatre sound and light
booth (see plan sheet 9).
The single existing stage-door is retained for performer and crew entry.
The existing green room is retained but an additional large green room is
added at the rear of the Civic building (this could be subdivided
internally, perhaps to create small and large green room options).
A piano store room is located behind the foyer stage.
An additional storage feature in both the foyer space and the small
theatre are large furniture storage cupboards recessed into the walls.
This allows for a quick change around of furniture in these two venues
which are both multi use.
An extra set of large doors is added to the Civic stage, this allows large
items such as a grand piano to be moved onto the stage, or via this
stage, onwards to the small theatre.
The small theatre stage has wide door access and a floor lift to raise large
or heavy items up to stage level.
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3.7

External Works See plan sheets 1 & 2

Proposed
extensions




Parking







Traffic access
and
pedestrian
connectivity




Sheet 1 shows TPAC in relation to Ross Creek, the CBD and nearby roads
and suburban area.
It also shows the TPAC lots property line. The existing building is shown
with the proposed new extensions in red.
Sheet 2 shows the existing parking for 109 cars to the east is retained,
the area to the north and the service area could provide informal staff
and performer’s parking for 70 vehicles.
To the west there are 705 patron car parks and 8 coach parks.
205 of the western car parks and the main circulation roads are
bituminised, the remaining areas are stabilised grass – an
environmentally friendly and less costly approach to parking where it is
not heavily used.
The overall layout provides 814 off street patron car parks, additionally
there is kerbside parking on Boundary Street and overflow parking space
in Reid Park.
To the west of the Centre there is a 60m long pick up/drop off lane and
to the south both coach and taxi zones.
The plan also notionally shows the waterside promenade along the Ross
Creek frontage. This planned future civic feature which connects the
various PDA developments and the CBD together will give TPAC good
pedestrian connectivity to accommodation, dining and shopping options.
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3.8

Construction

Site



Flood Risk







Building works
and operations






Not affecting
Supercars






The TPAC site, like much of the PDA includes areas of both landfill and
reclamation. This was not an impediment to either the original
development of the TCT nor to its subsequent extension or the
construction of the Pitts building nearby and does not represent an
impediment to TPAC.
The TPAC site is quite low lying, at a similar level to much of the PDA.
The site was not flooded during the 2019 monsoon event floods (the
severe water damage to the theatre was due to roof leaks not flood).
With potential sea level rises considered, minimum floor level
requirements are generally being raised.
In a theatre (including the existing TCT) all of the back of house is at
stage level, about 90cm higher than the lobby floor level, additionally
auditoriums are mainly raked seating with only the first row at floor slab
level, much of a theatre is already therefore well above the site ground
level.
The extensions involved in TPAC would be most sensibly carried out to
match the levels of the existing building. Should higher new
construction levels be insisted on however this could be accommodated
by ramping the connecting zones within the development to transition
from the old floor levels to the new.
The TPAC building works would not unduly interrupt the TCT’s
continued operation.
The construction project would take 3 to 4 years and within that time
annual January and mid-year (for Supercars event) closures for
maintenance could also be used for disruptive internal works in the
existing building.
The amphitheatre site would act as a builder’s yard area while the
extensions were constructed. The full extension could be open and
operating when the amphitheatre was under construction.
The subtraction of the TPAC building area either during construction
works or subsequently is not seen to seriously affect the Supercars
event and may provide useful complimentary facilities to the event
once completed.
The TPAC car parking areas could be designed free of raised islands or
tree plantings in order to maintain a large open area for Supercars use.
Car Park shade is not an issue as the PAC would largely be used at night.
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4. a concert hall for townsville
For more than six years there has been a strong campaign by the Australian Festival of Chamber
Music (AFCM) for a Concert Hall and TCC has responded with the increasingly frequent inclusion of a
Concert Hall in statements concerning future infrastructure. However, no concept has emerged, no
site confirmed and no cost estimate has been announced.
A venue with the right acoustics for live music and voice has been on our key needs list from the
start, such a venue is either a concert hall or a recital hall.

Concert vs recital hall
Both of these venues have the right acoustics but a recital hall is a smaller hall with a small stage,
typically the largest ensemble performing at a recital hall would be a chamber orchestra of perhaps
12 players.
A recital hall is the correct hall for chamber music. A concert hall is the larger venue specifically
designed for a symphony orchestra and choir.
In both cases there is no fly tower above the stage, no stage wings or proscenium arch – these are
features of a drama theatre which has acoustics to suit amplified sound. The vast majority of
theatre performances require or prefer the drama theatre format. A concert hall is therefore a very
specialised, relatively infrequently used and thus very costly facility. They are often built as much
out of civic pride as of need. This view (high cost, specialised, low use status symbol facility) is
discussed in more detail in AECOM 2017 which explores the cost effectiveness of potential concert
hall builds in the U.K and supports our advice that a concert hall is unlikely to be a viable venue in its
own right especially in a regional city.
Townsville’s demand for a concert hall is very small in terms of potential numbers of performances,
however for us to have a hall with the right acoustics for live music and voice is seen as vital. The
only viable way for this issue to be resolved is by incorporating the needed hall into a multi-venue
complex where it can share both front and back of house facilities, staffing and equipment that are
already justified and well utilised by the other venues.
Additionally, the hall design whilst maintaining the needed acoustics must make the venue as useful
as possible for other forms of performance to maximise its use. This is the aim of the “concert hall”
concept within the TPAC proposal which is essentially a 600-seat hall, i.e. a medium sized venue
with added capacity in a balcony, a concert hall stage and acoustics but a drama theatre seating
layout. It is noted that this is however only a concept and could change, and no doubt improve,
considerably with further design work. It is a unique concept intended to meet our specific needs
and to minimise cost.
TCC has commissioned two reports relating to a concert hall. These reports are discussed below as
they raise many issues relating to performance facilities generally and are frequently cited in support
of the stand-alone concert hall concept.
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5. the reports
5.1 The Bott Report (Bott 2017) Feasibility Study for a Concert Hall in Townsville
This report is not a study of Townsville performing arts facility needs but of the “feasibility” of one
proposed venue only.
The Report may be summarised as stating that_






a concert hall is needed and would be well utilised;
it should be located near the CBD, convenient for visitors and near to dining options and
should consist of a 800-1000 seat hall (ideally 1000), accompanied by a 250 capacity black
box space, a bistro and a large foyer suitable for functions.
It was recommended that either “The Hive” project or Central Park were the preferred
locations (both have since been rejected by TCC).
The Report rejected the TPAC proposal on the grounds of its location at the TCT site which
however the report specifically noted as “not perhaps an issue for locals with cars” (p. 27).

The report justified the Concert Hall on the grounds that the AFCM needs it (p. 8) and that it would
relieve the pressure on TCT which cannot meet demand and is experiencing an annual deficit of
$3.4M (p. 28) with 70% of its bookings from local users at concessional rates. It was argued that the
Concert Hall would provide flow on benefit to the CBD visitor accommodation, would enhance
patron experience by being near dining. It would also enable the TCT to adopt an entrepreneurial
management model, thereby improving its financial performance.
The Report appears to entirely misunderstand the TCT’s high deficit and its unmet bookings demand
by deducing the deficit is a product of a high proportion of early local bookings at discount rates
preventing later, potentially more profitable, commercial bookings getting in. It is then assumed
that the Concert Hall could take over a substantial share of the bookings freeing up the TCT to
reduce its deficit by becoming “entrepreneurial”
In fact, the fact remains that TCT cannot meet demand because it is our only theatre. As a result,
many performances at the TCT (and many in the unmet demand) have audience numbers less than
500, some less than 200. Building the small and medium sized theatres we need will address this
problem and the TCT could then comfortably handle the demand for a 1000-seat hall. Building
another 1000-seat hall will actually compound the problem, especially as most performances need
or prefer the drama theatre not the concert hall format and could not be forcibly transferred to a
hall they did not want to use.
The TCT’s high deficit is due primarily to the poor economics of operating a stand-alone theatre,
additionally, it is also suffering financially from the revenue loss due to housing many small to
medium audiences. Any “loss” due to the modest discount for local events, or to local (such as
school events) that have small or no admission charge, has the same financial consequences
regardless of what venue the events are held in and cannot be validly included in the calculations.
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Although many local events are inevitably present in the very early theatre bookings, it does not
follow that the unmet demand consists of non-local events. Nor are non-local events necessarily
more profitable for the theatre. The key issue here is the need for the right range of venue sizes so
that each venue can operate as efficiently as possible.
The Report’s inclusion of a 250-capacity black box with the concert hall is unexplained. The
Riverway black box received very low usage and is now closed, the C2 space at TCT was built as a
rehearsal space but seldom used and is now used as a black box space with very limited success.
We simply do not need another black box, if indeed we need one at all. To combine a concert hall
with a black box, both with low demand, in a stand-alone venue is a recipe for financial disaster.
The Report is very focused on location and clearly assumes that a theatre built near to the CBD
would generate visitor patronage and also foster dining/theatre options with flow on economic
benefit. Regarding dining, the clear preference is for dining at bistro style catering at the theatre
itself rather than at restaurants, indeed the report actually recommends the inclusion of a bistro
with the concert hall. This is especially necessary in Townsville as performances generally start early,
(often 7.30) so that Magnetic Island patrons can catch the Ferry. Good catering at the theatre apart
from satisfying patron needs is also an important source of revenue for the theatre. To locate a
theatre so that it is near existing dining is ridiculous, it is much better to correctly locate the theatre
then add the needed dining options within it or nearby.
A theatre near the CBD, say at the Dean Street car park site, would be accessed entirely from one
busy arterial road greatly slowing all patrons’ arrival and departure compared with the TCT site. This
would reduce the audience numbers at every event at the venue by a far greater number than could
possibly have been attracted by being “near” the CBD. This is quite apart from the traffic and
parking issues created by being adjacent to the Stadium as well. In a regional city easy arterial road
access and plentiful off-street parking are crucial and will remain so for decades to come. The TCT
site is outstanding, its excellent arterial road access also means easy inclusion in future public
transport. The Report considers the TCT site to be a disadvantage but it is actually an optimum site
for a PAC. It is noted that almost all Townsville residents can drive from home to the TPAC site in
less than 20 minutes and do so in the certain knowledge that they will get a free off-street car park
within 2 minutes’ walk of the theatre front door. (See 7. Location for further discussion)
It is lastly noted that the report offers seven illustrative examples of existing venues (P. 15-24),
focusing mainly on their various management models presumably suggesting that these might apply
to an “entrepreneurial TCT”. The examples are mostly regional PACs (which actually supports the
TPAC model rather than a stand-alone theatre) and none of them include a concert hall. One, the
Sydney Recital Hall, is an unusually large recital hall and not a concert hall and is a very metropolitan
facility with little relevance to Townsville.
In short, the Bott Report is a feasibility study that fails entirely to substantiate feasibility. It does not
properly address demand, construction costs or, critically, operating cost.
The actual proven demand for a Concert Hall is presently that of the AFCM (say 12 days), the Barrier
Reef Orchestra (6 days) and the Queensland Symphony Orchestra (QSO); one day. This totals 19
days per annum, including six bump-in days. These events all already happen, but do so under
unsatisfactory acoustics in our drama theatre.
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There are also many much smaller, non-amplified sound musical performances held in a year but
these do not need nor would they use, a 1000 seat concert hall. There are no grounds for thinking
that the events held in metropolitan concert halls would also come to Townsville if we built a
concert hall here. These events are based entirely on the metropolitan population and visitor
numbers and are in fact not necessarily generated by the availability of the concert hall itself. It is
noteworthy that Adelaide, arguably the arts capital of Australia, does not have a concert hall.

5.2 AECOM Report (AECOM 2019)
Townsville Concert Hall Position Paper and Economic Analysis

This Report, which is accompanied by an economic analysis, essentially builds on the Bott Report and
takes the need and demand for a 1000-seat concert hall near to the CBD as a given and focuses on
the economic benefit such a facility would generate. Interestingly it presents five case studies (four
different to those in the Bott Report) all are regional PAC’s; none include concert halls (p. 10-13).
This is, of course, because there are no concert halls in regional Australia. In the economic analysis
document, they list eleven concert halls of Australia (p 16) but in fact half of them are recital halls
which are not the same thing.
Based, it would appear, on the total annual audience numbers of various regional drama theatres
the Report suggests a 40,000 annual audience is “low” demand; 80,000 “medium” demand and
110,000 high demand (p14). It assumes, without offering any substantiating evidence that the
concert hall would attract the medium demand i.e., 80,000 p.a. and then further assumes that 80%
would be local, 10% regional and 10% from outside of the Townsville region (and therefore
generating economic benefit through accommodation, meals etc.)
In summary the Reports find that building the proposed concert hall would inject $87M into the local
economy (creating 272 jobs) during construction and $11M (including 55 jobs) per annum in its
subsequent operation (p 17).
The TCT is an exceptionally well designed 1000 seat drama theatre, heavily booked and currently not
available for many would-be bookings every year. It has an annual audience of 110,000 at a location
with optimal arterial road access and ample parking.
By comparison a stand-alone concert hall could not possibly attract more than 20,000 p.a. in its own
right including the AFCM, if it were to reach 80,000 it would have to have drawn 60,000 from the
TCT (excluding the AFCM). This is what is inferred in the Bott Report – the concert hall relieving the
TCT of its load thereby enabling it to become entrepreneurial and less costly. This extraordinary
manoeuvre could only be achieved if over 50% of the TCT’s present bookings were prepared to shift
from a drama theatre to a concert hall – this is inconceivable and would also simply transfer losses
from one theatre to another. Furthermore, the reality is that any venue including the TCT has no
choice but to accept bookings for available dates on a first come first served basis, it is a public
facility and can neither refuse bookings nor forcibly shift bookings to another venue.
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The actual TCT breakdown of patrons is 89% local, 7% Townsville region and 4% from outside the
region. (McConnell 2017). This is “patrons” not audience – a patron is any individual person who
buys a ticket or tickets within a given year. A person buying two tickets for a performance and
giving a Sydney postcode would be identified as one (outside of region) patron. A parent buying 4
tickets for a family, and doing so repeatedly throughout the year and giving a Townsville post code
would also be counted as one (local) patron. The TCT’s 110,000 tickets p.a are purchased by around
14,000 “patrons” obviously many patrons are buying multiple tickets or buying tickets multiple
times. As out-of-region patrons are generally less likely to buy tickets multiple times they will
represent well under 4% of the annual audience.
Thus not only is the Reports assumption, for modelling purposes, of an audience of 80,000 p.a.
wildly optimistic but to base the economic return on 10% of that audience from outside of the
region, when in fact the TCT out of region patrons are only 4% , is completely invalid and the
calculated benefits would not eventuate.
Like the Bott Report, the AECOM Report fails to consider the very high operational cost of the
proposed concert hall and adopts an unrealistic belief in the events and audience numbers that it
could attract. With no doubt the best intentions these two reports have compounded errors and
provided misleading information in support of a facility that would be very costly to build and to
operate whilst providing little benefit compared with the smaller and more useable venues
proposed in the TPAC concept.
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6.

arts precinct

In the Townsville PDA plans, Central Park was notionally marked as an arts precinct. No detail was
given and that site was certainly entirely impractical for such a development. Recently the arts
precinct suggestion has re-emerged as a North Australian Cultural Precinct including a Concert Hall,
Conservatorium, Entertainment Centre and an art gallery but little detail has been forthcoming. It is
noted that there is no mention of a Performing Arts Centre, no mention of the small, medium or
outdoor theatres we so badly need but only the inevitable Concert Hall. Central Park has already
been rejected as a site and the Dean Street car park or the nearby Saunders Street rail yard is
presumably now favoured.
Brisbane has an Arts Precinct on Southbank, but such precincts are a rarity. Most older cities have
acquired scattered facilities over many decades, often resulting ultimately in some concentration of
facilities i.e. in theatre districts or museum districts. Grouping the arts together sounds like sensible
town planning – this area is “industrial”, that area is “residential” etc. – but such zoning is not
intended to unify land use but to prevent conflicting uses within one area. There is no justification
for congregating all of the arts in one location especially as the visual and the performing arts do not
help each other by co-location, as the visual arts facilities are daytime casual visitation venues
whereas the performing arts offer lengthy ticketed events largely at night.
The Southbank arts precinct illustrates this in that clearly while the Queensland Museum or the
Queensland Art Gallery may gain some mutual benefit sharing visitors neither gain any advantage
from being adjacent to QPAC nor does the PAC benefit from proximity to museums or art galleries.
Worse still they are in each other’s way restricting growth – the Museum cannot expand because the
Gallery is in the way which in turn is boxed in by the library etc. This has emerged now decades later
as a crucial failing.
It is further important to recognise that by placing the arts and cultural facilities together, as at
Southbank, in one inner city location you strip the CBD of any presence of the arts.
In the case of Townsville, it is very hard to see how a gallery, a concert hall and a entertainment
centre can possibly benefit either their patrons or their own operations by being all on one site, with
access restricted to one busy arterial road and in fact also adjacent to a Stadium. This is a recipe for
congestion and parking problems with no compensatory gains.
The optimum location for a new regional art gallery is in the CBD and there is a large suitable site
available next door to the existing, but completely inadequate, Perc Tucker Regional Art Gallery.
The only sensible place for a concert hall facility is for it to be included with the other venues we
need in a Performing Arts Centre. But a PAC needs a large site both for what is itself a large building
and also room for its future growth. It also needs the access and parking required by performers,
patrons and staff. This is best located in the inner city but away from other event venues such as
stadiums or entertainment/conference centres. These are precisely the strengths of the TPAC
concept on the TCT site. It is close to the city centre but large enough to provide the needed
facilities and parking whilst sufficiently separated from other event venues to avoid conflicting traffic
and parking issues.
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7.

location

Both the Bott and AECOM reports support locating new theatre facilities close to the CBD, believing
that this will result in flow-on benefit to the CBD; be convenient to visitors and create
dinning/theatre options. While there is some validity in these views the reality is that there is no
site suitable for a PAC close enough to the CBD to achieve these goals. Additionally, it wrongly
assumes that theatre facilities patronage is unaffected by location.
This is clearly illustrated in the Bott Report which specifically identifies the convenience of the TCT
site for “locals with cars” but sees no contradiction in recommending that a new theatre should be
located near the CBD for the convenience of “tourists and young people without cars” (Bott 2017, p
27). Given that 96% of TCT patrons are either locals or regional visitors (McConnell 2017 p 10) any
theatre facility in Townsville located on a less convenient site to 96% of the potential patrons must
suffer very significant loss of audience, a loss that could not be made up by increased numbers out
of the remaining 4%.
The TPAC Boundary Street site incorporating the TCT is seen as by far the best location for
Townsville’s Performing Arts Centre. The particular advantages of this site may be summarised as
follows:
















The site is already owned by TCC. No land acquisition costs are involved.
The TCT already has its own lot dedicated to the performing arts – the property line is
shown on plan sheet 1 in TPAC 2017, Revision A.
The TCT is adjacent to Reid Park which can accommodate overflow parking and presents
possible scope for future arts or cultural developments.
The TCT was built as stage 1 of our performing arts centre, the TPAC proposal realises
the original vision of Council.
Site is fully serviced with all mains services and communications connected
It absorbs and fully utilises an existing community asset resulting in substantial capital
cost savings.
It builds on the TCT’s long established standing as a much loved facility and the heart of
performing arts in townsville.
The TCT is an excellent theatre, has been recently refurbished and will greatly enhance
the PAC.
Will eliminate the high on-going operational cost of operating the TCT as a stand alone
theatre.
The site has optimal arterial road access attracting larger audiences through patron
convenience.
The arterial road access also means excellent future public transport access
External works, parking etc. are shared by multiple venues.
Boundary Street has little traffic flow at night which results in minimal congestion for
arriving or departing patrons for most events.
The site is large enough to accommodate future expansion of the PAC, perhaps
ultimately incorporating up to 8 venues.
Room for 800+ off street patron car parks and 70 staff/performers car parks on site.
Kerbside parking and Reid Park overflow parking also available.
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Full site independence of operation and freedom from congestion at times when the
Stadium is in use.
Isolated from both residential and industrial zones, the TPAC site has no traffic, noise or
adjacent conflicting activity issues to address now or in the foreseeable future. This is
important especially in relation to an amphitheatre.
The site has Ross Creek frontage to the west and north and therefore future inclusion in
the Waterside Promenade and cross-creek bridges proposed as part of the PDA. Once
fully realised this will give TPAC much improved pedestrian connectivity to the CBD and
be included in the Pallarenda to the Dam traffic free network.
Near to the proposed PDA location of a new hotel development which would provide
accommodation and presumably also dining options close to the PAC.

No location is perfect but the Boundary Street site offers an unrivalled list of advantages both in
terms of cost savings and future operational success of a PAC. It is noted that 20 years ago Positive
Solutions came to exactly the same conclusion when reviewing possible locations for their
recommended small theatre (Positive Solutions 2000 p. 73). They found that adding the theatre to
the Civic was the best option, having only three disadvantages:




High Civic Theatre overheads might result in hire costs unaffordable to some local
groups.
Distance from dining options
Location did not support CBD redevelopment.

In answer to these it must be said that any properly staffed and equipped theatre will have similar
charges wherever it is located. Dining should be located at or near the theatre not the other way
around. Major community infrastructure should be located where it is most cost efficient and
operationally effective and not manipulated to achieve some indirect economic gain for others.
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cost

8.

The original TPAC proposal included costings by the Architects made in 2015, these were partially
updated in Revision A in 2017 to include minor changes in the concept. We now have updated
independent costing from Rider Levett Bucknall (August 2021) of $74.36m excluding GST (See
Appendix 3).
This is a very low capital cost for a five-venue performing arts centre which is clearly achieved by
virtue of the savings resulting from utilising an existing fully serviced site and incorporating a
substantial existing building in the form of the TCT.
While alternative locations and venues should certainly be considered we are confident that none
could possibly provide the same facilities at anywhere near this capital cost.
The capital cost savings are only one consideration, operational cost is equally relevant as also, in
the case of other proposals, is to incorporate the ongoing operational deficit of the TCT if it is left as
a stand-alone theatre.
Bott (2017, p 28) identifies the annual operating deficit of the TCT as $3.4m. This undoubtedly
included the cost of operating the, now closed, Riverway black box. If a notional cost for Riverway
of $0.75m is deducted then the TCT true deficit would be $2.65m p.a. As previously discussed this
deficit stems from a combination of stand-alone theatre inefficiencies and many low audience
bookings. Only building a small and a medium sized theatre will address the TCT’s low audience
problem. Only expanding the TCT into a PAC will address the stand alone cost issues (see McConnell
2017, p6-7)
The TPAC model offers the lowest possible operational cost by a combination of increased revenue
opportunities, operational efficiency gains, minimisation of outlays and the attraction of higher
audience numbers and more performances and event bookings than any alternative proposal.
Some examples are:









All theatre administration is at one location only
One box office serves all venues
One bar and catering
Substantial savings in equipment required as all venues can readily share equipment
The more venues in the one centre the greater the status of the PAC as a destination which
in turn increases promotional strength and yields higher audience numbers
Increases the potential for attracting conference and festival events by providing the
greatest possible range of venue combinations within the one centre
Easy access, good parking, area perceived as safe at night all contribute to increased
audience and revenue
Multi venue operation fully utilises staff and maximises the opportunity to use trainees,
interns and volunteers.
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The TCT, as previously noted, was built as Stage I of a PAC. As is often the case the very high cost of
the first stage of a multi-stage project was moderated by questionable economy achieved by
deferring some expenditure properly belonging to Stage I to Stage II. These economies resulted in
the following deficiencies:









Backstage: no workshop and inadequate storage
No piano store
Inadequate Box Office
No lifts to upper floor back stage or auditorium
Inadequate administration offices and staff facilities
Inadequate disabled access (mainly due to subsequent changes in standards)
Inadequate foyer (is about 35% of the needed size).
No catering facilities

These deficiencies remained for 30 years until the 2009 extension and the more recent
refurbishment corrected the first six of these shortcomings but left the inadequate foyer and
catering unaddressed.
correcting deficiencies
The TPAC design includes correcting these deficiencies, however any alternative development
proposed must include the costs of this long overdue work which will still need to be carried out.
As the alternative to TPAC have been little more than thought bubbles with neither concept
drawings nor a nominated site it is very hard to make cost comparisons but such comparisons must
ultimately have to be be made. It is informative to consider the costs of three development options.
Each option gives us the absolute minimum venues we so critically need i.e. a small theatre, a
medium sized theatre, an outdoor theatre and at least one venue with the right acoustics for live
music and voice.
The table below shows comparative capital and operational cost estimates for each option. Of
necessity the figures, other than the capital cost of TPAC which is professionally costed (see
Appendix III), are at best only ball park estimates which are intended to give an indicative overview
of three of (many) possible permutations.
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$ Approximate
Capital Cost
(excluding GST)
Option A

Build TPAC concept as proposed

Option B

Implement the TPAC proposed
improvements within the existing TCT
including the small theatre plus add the
needed foyer extension and catering.

Option C

$ Approximate
Operational Deficit
per annum

$75M

$0.5M p.a.

$11M

$1.9M

Elsewhere build a PAC consisting of the
Bott Report recommended 1000 seat
Concert Hall, large foyer and bistro but
with a medium sized theatre and the
addition of an amphitheatre.

$100M

$2.5m

Option B Total:

$111M

$4.4m p.a.

$11m

$1.9m



Improvements to TCT including
a small theatre



Elsewhere build “Bott” facility
1000 seat concert hall; 250
capacity Black Box space; Large
Foyer; Bistro

$80m

3.2M



Build stand-alone medium sized
space

$35m

$1.0M



Build stand-alone amphitheatre

$15m

$0.8M

$141M

$6.9M p.a.

Option C Total:
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9. demand
The TPAC concept has been proposed on the basis of self-evident need. Townsville has a population
approaching 200,000 and a very active performing arts community. We quite simply need the basic
facilities, both in order to hold many present events in appropriate venues and also to support the
staging of many more events. This is not a chicken and egg situation, without the venues there are
many touring and local events that cannot be staged. This is especially evident in the lack of an
amphitheatre – Townsville has one of the best possible climates for the staging of year round
outdoor performances but this can only happen if we have a properly constructed, equipped and
serviced facility (see McConnell 2017 p.11).
Although need might be obvious, it is necessary that demand be quantified and the level of potential
usage of the proposed venues defined. This is a matter for thorough independent research which
was notably absent in the Bott (2017) and AECOM (2019) reports.
Positive Solutions (200, p. 8) identified the demand for a small (200-300 seat) theatre as 230
performances p.a. While this figure seems high for twenty years ago, it would not be surprising to
see this level of usage of the small 208 seat theatre in TPAC.
McConnell (2017 p.5) estimates existing demand for a Concert Hall at 18 performances p.a. but for a
Recital Hall as 67 p.a. With bump-in days added these figures would become 24 days and 87 days
respectively.
While the demand for the smaller Recital Hall venue is undoubtedly much greater that for the much
larger concert hall the issue is that while smaller ensembles can, if necessary, perform in the larger
venue, a symphony orchestra or a large choir cannot perform in the smaller venue. This is the basis
of the TPAC concert hall’s unusual design concept – it effectively creates a recital hall with a concert
hall stage.
In terms of demand the present extent of TCT performances with under 250 and under 500 audience
numbers should be determined from box office data as this will define the reduction in TCT bookings
achievable if the small and medium sized theatres were built.
Also needed is a thorough analysis of the feasibility of shifting bookings from the TCT to other
venues. TCC (2015 p. 17) states that:
“a concert hall styled theatre will allow an estimated 60% of the present Civic Theatre
bookings to be relocated into that facility”
No explanation is offered of how this remarkable feat would be achieved.
In the case of the TPAC concept the key feature is seen as the wide range of venues and, within that,
the flexibility of the venues, this will optimise demand both for performances, events and
commercial use.
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10. conclusion
The TPAC partners’ top priority is to see our critical need for a small, medium and outdoor theatre
addressed regardless of the form or location these facilities might have. Our need for a venue with
the right acoustics for live music and voice is also very important but this is for performance quality
and does not apply to many performances.
To incorporate our needed facilities into a PAC would achieve far more than capital and operational
cost economies. The potential is there in the TPAC concept to create a five-venue facility that would
be one of the best PACs in regional Australia – our current appalling lack of venues gives us this one
opportunity to leap frog other cities and create one truly exceptional facility.
The economies of operation achievable in TPAC are considerable and it is not unreasonable to hope
that it would operate on, or close to, a breakeven basis. This would save the community millions of
dollars per annum.
A five auditorium PAC would provide the best theatre festival venue in regional Queensland, this has
the potential to both foster the development of local festivals and to attract events from all over the
country. It is festivals that will give the regional population access to many new events and also
attract increased regional and out of region patronage of events with the resultant flow on
economic gains to the city.
The audience is already there, it is the facilities that we lack. Positive Solutions (200, p.12) identified
very strong Townsville attendance of both theatre performances and art exhibitions. McConnell
(2017, p. 10) estimated that up to 25% of Townsville’s adult population attended the TCT at least
once a year.
A five auditorium PAC is also able to easily support a large highly qualified permanent staff with
considerable cost savings then achieved by utilising adequately supervised volunteers, interns and
trainees. A PAC of this size can be an effective education and training provider and could greatly
compliment a Conservatorium of Music should one eventuate in Townsville.
Perhaps the greatest benefit to both the city and regional community and also the source of the
greatest economic flow on benefits to the city lie in the contribution the PAC would make to the
liveability of the city. It would enormously increase both the number and quality of events
available. It would support and invigorate a very active and talented performing arts community
and it would put Townsville well and truly on the State and National cultural map. This is an
opportunity that should not be missed for both community, cultural and economic reasons.
The TPAC proposal is for the community, from the community and is shovel ready.
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APPENDIX I

TPAC LETTER OF SUBMISSION TO TOWNSVILLE CITY COUNCIL
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APPENDIX II

TPAC PARTNERS & PROFESSIONAL ARTS NORTH QUEENSLAND
SHARED VISION
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Shared vision for Arts Precinct on behalf of Professional Arts North Queensland (PANQ) and the
Townsville Performing Arts Centre (TPAC) Steering Committee

GOALS



To establish visual and performing arts facilities appropriate to Townsville’s needs as a
community and as capital of the North.
To advance construction on Priority Arts Facility 1 and 2 within the next term of local
government.

PRIORITY ARTS FACILITY NEEDS
1.
2.
3.
4.

Performing Arts Centre
Regional Art Gallery
Conservatorium of Music
Indigenous Cultural Centre

IDENTIFIED NEEDS
1. Performing Arts Centre
a. Outdoor theatre
 2,000-3,000 seating capacity Amphitheatre
b. Indoor theatres:
 Studio
 50-100 flexible space
 Small Theatre
 200 seat capacity
 Medium Theatre
 400-600 seat capacity
 Concert Hall
 800-1000 seats
 Full acoustics expected of a concert hall
c. The PAC to include the full range of theatre facilities to service all of the
auditoriums: foyer, box office, bar and catering, toilets, administration, stage, green
room, laundry, dressing rooms, workshop, storage, loading bay, piano store.
 It may additionally have temporary office space for events administration
and leasable community group facilities.
 Provides a Festival venue with potential also for commercial functions and
conference usage.
2. Regional Art Gallery
a. Townsville City Council Art Gallery including administration, exhibition spaces and
collection storage (may also include outdoors public art space)

3. Conservatorium of Music
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a. Lecture rooms and other relevant requirements
b. Include live music recording spaces accessible to local groups of any music genre to
hire
c. located near PAC
4.

Indigenous Cultural Centre
a. provision for yarning circles/indigenous workshop/gathering points
b. present indigenous arts and history

Management Models
-

The facilities 1,2 and 4 to be Council owned and operated but with an independent Board(s)
of governance or trustees which would include Councillors, Council staff, community reps
and specialist members.

Transport Criteria
-

Short-, medium- and long-term vision required to service growing needs over next 50 years
o Improved public transport in medium-long term (possibly light rail a consideration)
o Adequate parking to cater for vehicle-reliant population in the short-term (next 1020 years)

Location Criteria
-

Co-location of all facilities in one precinct is not critical
Good arterial road access
Economic viability (from an operational feasibility point of view)
Site must be adequate in size to house the Performing Arts Centre described in priority 1
Must have adequate parking space and room for future expansion of facilities
As a Festival venue the PAC site should have sufficient space for temporary outdoor
venues/events/activities to be also accommodated.

OUTCOMES
The proposed facilities would:









Establish efficient facilities to minimise operational costs.
Support local professional and non-professional artists and arts organizations.
Provide facilities for, and attract, touring exhibitions, events and performances.
Complement and enhance arts education in Townsville.
Support existing festival events (including Eisteddfod, AFCM, ACVC, NAFA) and
attract others.
Support indigenous culture and heritage.
Provide inner city attractions for residents and visitors.
Generate arts economic benefit and employment.
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APPENDIX III

TPAC COSTING

RIDER LEVETTT BUCKNALL: AUGUST 2021
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Rider Levett Bucknall Old Pty Ltd
ABN 70 055 768 655
Level 1, 45 Eyre Street
North Ward QLD 4810
PO Box 20
Belgian Gardens QLD 4810
Australia
T: +6'1 7 4771 5718
E: townsville@au.rlb.com

VK:KR:160ML001
16 August2021

Townsville Community Music Centre
PO Box 1006
TOWNSVILLE QLD 4810

Attention: Simon McConnell

sent via email: mcconnellgray@optusnet.com.au

Dear Simon

TOWNSVTLLE PERPORMTNG ARTS CENTRE (TPAC)
We have prepared a Cost Plan for the proposed Townsville Performing Arts Centre based on the documents
received on 19 March 2021 .

1.0 DOCUMENTS AND INFORMATION
We have relied on the following information as the basis for the estimate:
. Troppo Architects Concept Proposal with estimate and drawings, dated July 2O17 (Rev A)
. Feasibility Study for a Concert Hall in Townsville by Jennifer Bott AO, July 2017

.
.
.
.

A response to the Bott Report by Simon M. McConnell, dated November 2017
Pure Projects Townsville Master Planning (Rev 10), dated 29 June2017

Preliminary drawings of the existing Civic Theatre Extension by RPA Architects
Meeting between Chris Marais (RLB) and Simon McConnell

2.0

COST PLAN

New Concert Hall

$

27,650,000

(excl. GST)

New Foyer

$

14,700,000

(excl. GST)

New Amphitheatre

$

8,600,000

(excl. GST)

Refurbishment of Existing Civic Theatre

$

7,1

0,000

(excl. GST)

External Works

$

11,600,000

(excl. GST)

External Services

$

4,700,000

(excl. GST)

TOTAL COST PLAN

$

74,360,000

(excl. GST)

1

Our Cost Plan is based on the documents provided, bench-marked rates, current market conditions and
assuming a competitive tender process by a local Tier-2 Contractor delivered through a single lump sum
contract.

RLB.com

Rider
Levett
Buckna[[

This estimate is for the construction of the proposed Scope of Works, Builder's Margins, and Preliminaries
including Design and Construction Contingency. The estimate also includes non-construction costs, not limited
to Professional Fees, Authority Fees & Charges, Loose Furniture, Fittings & Equipment, ESD Aspirations, lCT,
Audio / Visual and Specialist Lighting and Artwork.

The cost estimate excludes Headworks / lnfrastructure Charges, Project Reserve / Risk, Escalation beyond
August 2021, probable effects of COVID-'|9, and GST.
Please refer to the enclosed Cost Estimate Summary, and to ltems 3.0 and 4.0 below for Specific lnclusions
and Exclusions of the cost estimate.

3.0

SPECIFIC ASSUMPTIONS & INCLUSIONS

We note the following Specific Assumption and lnclusions which are normally under construction scope of
works and non-construction allowances:
. All works shown or mentioned on the concept plans and report

.
.
'
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
,
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Bulk earthworks including cut & fill to form building platforms
Piled structure with conventional reinforced concrete columns and suspended floors
Structural steel framed roof with insulated high strength roof sheeting
Barrel vaulted roof to concert hall and stepped roof to foyer
Facade comprises combination of load bearing solid walls, glazed walls and pivoting louver screens
280 retractable seat small theatre auditorium

-

refurbished area in existing civic theatre extension

Relocated workshop area refurbished area in existing civic theatre eKension

Additional amenities, green room, and new box office in existing civic theatre
800 seat concert hall with two level bock of house support services
2,600 m2 multi-purpose foyer with commercial kitchen, bar and servery areas
Acoustic rated walls and ceiling with feature finishes
Floor finishes include epoxy to BOH, tiling to amenities and lobbies and carpet to rest of the areas
Ceiling finishes include acoustic rated feature ceilings concert hall, foyer, and flush plasterboard ceiling to
rest of the areas
Hydraulic services including sanitary fixtures and fittings
Fire services include sprinklers, FHR/hydrant, detection & warning system including booster assembly
Mechanical services include ventilation to amenities and chilled water air-conditioning system to all areas
nominated on the drawings
Electrical services include MSB, DB, 3-phase power, lighting and backup power and controls including
specialist stage lighting
Communication services include telephone, data, WiFi and security systems
Transportation system (lifts, ramps)
Fitout of all functional areas including fixed joinery
External footpaths, access roads, asphalt car park grassed car park and crossovers including lighting
Landscaping, garden beds, trees, street furniture including irrigation
External services reticulation and connections

Commercial kitchen fitout allowance $400,000
Building signage allowance $250,000
Generator allowance $250,000
Padmount transformer/substation allowance - $650,000

TOWNSVILLE PERFORMING ARTS CENTRE (TPAC)
VK:KR:'i 6064LC01 .tiocx I 1e, August 202i
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.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Fire booster assembly allowance $250,000
Head Contractor preliminaries and supervision

Contractor's overheads and margins
Design and construction contingencies

-

10%

Professional fees - 8o/o
Authority fees & charges including Qleave - 1.5%
Allowance for artwork - $150,000
Allowance for furniture, fittings, and equipment - $600,000
Allowance for lCT, audio/visual and specialist lighting - $1,S00,000
Allowance for environmental sustainability design - $750,000

4.0

SPECIFICEXCLUSIONS

We note the following Specific Exclusions which we understand are either not required or are outside the

Prqect Scope:

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Works outside of the proposed boundary
Works to existing civic theatre (not shown on drawings)
Contamination disposal or remediation (if required)
Diversion and upgrade of existing services
DA Fees, headworks / infrastructure charges
TECC, Council or potential operator's direct costs
Finance costs, legal fees

Marketing, operational costs
Project reserye / Risk allowance
Escalation beyond August 2021 (construction program unknown)
Probable effects of COVID-1 9 on construction program and cost
GST

This Cost Plan is based on Preliminary Concept Design documents and should be used to assist in making an
informed decision on the feasibility and business case studies of the proposed development. Once the scope is
finalised and the design developed, a Detailed Cost Estimate with much more accuracy can be prepared.

We trust this meets with your current requirements; however, please do not hesitate to contact us should you
require any further information. Please carefully review the assumptions, inclusions and exclusions, and should
you wish to amend any item we can issue an updated cost plan promptly.
Yours faithfully
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Ghris Marais
Director
Rider Levett Bucknall
chris.marais@au.rlb.com
encl: 16064-1 Cost Plan Summary and Breakdown
TOWNSVTLLE PERFORMTNG ARTS CENTRE (TPAC)

VK:KR:160641.00i.docx
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INDICATIVE GOST ESTIMATE

GFA: Gross FloorArea
Rates Gurrent At August 2021

LOCATION SUMMARY

Ref

A
B
C
D
E
F

GFA GFA

Location

Total Gost

m2 $/m'

$

New Concert Hall

3,469

5,028

17,442,088

New Foyer

2,611

3,548
5,632
3,105

9,262,982

New Amphitheatre

971

Refurbishment of Existing Civic Theatre

1,440

External Works (Carpark & Landscaping)

5,468,734
4,470,583
7,335,612

External Services

2,970,001

ESTIMATED NET COST

8,491

5,529 46,950,000

MARGINS & ADJUSTMENTS
Staging of Works
ESD Aspirations

Excl.
1.6%

750,000

18.0%

8,586,000

Buildefs Margins

6.jYo

3,378,000

Design Contingency

5.OYo

Buildef s Preliminaries

Sub-Total Construction

2,984,000
8,491

7,378

62,648,000

Construction Contingency

5.0%

3,133,000

Professional Fees

8.0o/o

5,263,000

Authority Fees & Charges lncl. Qleave

1.5%

1,066,000

Fumiture, Fittings and Equipment

0.8%o

600,000

lCT, Audio Visual and Specialist Lighting

2.1Yo

1,500,000

Artwork

O.2o/o

'150,000

Dealing with Asbestos and Contaminated Materials

Excl.

Headworks / lnfrastructure Contributions

Excl.

Client and Operator Costs

Excl.

Project Reserve / Risk Provision

Excl.

Escalation beyond August 2021

Excl.

Probable Effects of COVID-'! 9 on Construction Cost & Program

Excl.

Goods and Services Tax
ESTIMATED TOTAL COST

lndicative Cost Estimate
16064-1 Printed 16 August 2021 10:31 AM

Excl.
8,491

8,758

74,360,000
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PROPOSED TOWNSVILLE PERFORMING
ARTS CENTRE

Rider
Levett
Bucknat[

INDICATIVE GOST ESTIMATE
GFA: Gross FloorArea
Rates Current At August 2021

PARAMETER LOCATION SUMMARY

Ref

Description

GFA

New Concert

Hall

$/m'
AR

Alterations and Renovations

SB

Substructure

CL

Columns

GFA

New Foyer

$/m'

330

1,143,577

457

1,191,980

90

31 1,856

61

159,786

235

814,273

36

92,928

32

110,394

I

23,564

UF

Upper Floors

SC

Staircases

RF

Roof

424

1,471,929

723

1,887,404

EW

External Walls

331

1,147,102

388

1,014,162

ED

Extemal Doors

10

33,014

4

11,552

NW

lnternal Walls

368

1,277,852

80

208,321

NS

lnternal Screens and Bonowed

20

69,301

Lights

ND

lnternal Doors

42

M63A4

111

289,676

WF

Wall Finishes

365

1,266,581

78

204,513

FF Floor Finishes
CF Ceiling Finishes
FT Fitments
SE Special Equipment
SF Sanitary Fixtures
PD Sanitary Plumbing
VE Ventilation
AC Air Conditioning
FP Fire Protection
LP Light and Power

256

889,607

219

572,314

339

1,175,093

208

u4,148

573

1,988,686

'101

263,732

lncl.

169

439,998

134

465,415

6

16,501

18

62,042

34

116,473

32

82,500

472

1.638,642

376

982,615

107

371,190

88

229,244

262

907,378

236

617,231

"t26

330,290

38

100,523

17,42,088 3,548

9,262,982

CM

Communications

126

438,827

TS
SS
XP
XR
XL
XK
XD

TransportationSystems

105

363,000

38

133,556

XW

External Water Supply

XF
XE
XC
YY

Extemal Fire Protection

317

1,099,996

Special Services
Site Preparation
Roads, Footpaths and Paved Areas
Landscaping and lmprovements
EKernal Stormwater Drainage
External Sewer Drainage

External Electric Light and Power
Extemal Communications
Special Provisions
ESTIMATED NET COST

lndicative Cost Estimate
16064-,1 Printed 16 August 2021 12:09 PM
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PROPOSED TOWNSVILLE PERFORMING
ARTS CENTRE

Rider
Levett
Buckna[L

INDICATIVE COST ESTIMATE

GFA: Gross FloorArea
Rates Cunent At August 2021

PARAMETER LOCATION SUMMARY

Ref

Description

AR

Alterations and Renovations

SB

Substructure

CL

Columns

UF

Upper Floors

SC

Staircases

RF

Roof

EW

Extemal Walls

ED

External Doors

NW

lnternal Walls

NS

Internal Screens and Borrowed

GFA
$/m"

553

New Amphitheatre

537,172

GFA Relbrbishment of Existing
$/m"
190

273,558

25

36,591

82

79,398

1,179

1,145,143

157

225,387

82

79,532

10

14,633

105

102,245

33

47,520

599

581,389

13

19,059

32

30,913

20

28,803

218

21"t,281

209

300,824

44

42,900

22

3'1,350

Lights

ND

lnternal Doors

17

16,172

38

54,170

WF

Wall Finishes

86

83,7U

334

481,044

213

206,345

276

397,269

171

165,883

339

488,865

238

231,133

201

289,504

278

270,165

146

210,104

15

14,851

6

8,251

FF Floor Finishes
CF Ceiling Finishes
FT Fitments
SE Special Equipment
SF Sanitary Fixtures
PD Sanitary Plumbing
VE Ventilation
AC Air Conditioning
FP Fire Protection
LP Light and Power
CM

Communications

TS
SS
XP
XR
XL
XK
XD

Transportation Systems

XW

Extemal Water Supply

XF
XE
XC
YY

Extemal Fire Protection

Special Services

lncl.

lncl.

65

63,277

22

31,960

233

226,510

498

717,537

100

96,769

109

156,604

177

172,028

257

370,453

126

122,831

126

182,157

34

49,500

38

55,440

3,105

4,470,593

39

373U

Site Preparation
Roads, Footpaths and Paved Areas
Landscaping and lmprovements

634,431

Extemal Stormwater Drainage
EKernal Sewer Drainage

External Electric Light and Power

317,228

External Communications
Special Provisions
ESTIMATED NET COST

5,632

5,468,734

lndicative Cost Estimate
16064-'1 Printed 16 August 2021 12:09 PM
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PROPOSED TOWNSVILLE PERFORMING
ARTS CENTRE

Rider
Levett
Bucknal[

INDICATIVE COST ESTIMATE

GFA: Gross FloorArea
Rates Current At August 2021

PARAMETER LOCATION SUMMARY

Ref
AR

Description

GFA

$/m'

Extemal Services

Alterations and Renovations

SB

Substructure

CL

Columns

Floors

UF

Upper

SC

Staircases

RF

Roof

EW

External Walls

ED

Extemal Doors

NW

lnternal Walls

NS

GFA Extemal Works (Carpark &

$/m'

32,176

lnternal Screens and Borrowed
Lights

ND lnternal Doors
WF Wall Finishes
FF Floor Finishes
CF Ceiling Finishes
FT Fitments
SE Special Equipment
SF Sanitary Fixtures
PD Sanitary Plumbing
VE Ventilation
AC Air Conditioning
FP Fire Protection
LP Light and Power
CM

Communications

TS
SS
XP
XR
XL
XK
XD

TransportationSystems
Special Services
Site Preparation

982,256

Roads, Footpaths and Paved Areas

2,599,818

Landscaping and lmprovements

3,1 I

0,575

EKemal Stormwater Drainage

824,999

Extemal Sewer Drainage

275,000

XW

Extemal Water Supply

165,001

XF
XE
XC
YY

Extemal Fire Protection

495,000

Extemal Electric Light and Power

610,787

Extemal Communications

990,000
220,001

Special Provisions
ESTIMATED NET COST

lndicative Cost Estimate
16064-1 Printed 16 August 2021 12:09 PM

7,335,612

2,970,001
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PROPOSED TOWNSVILLE PERFORMING
ARTS CENTRE

Rider
Levett
Bucknatl

INDICATIVE COST ESTIMATE

GFA: Gross FloorArea
Rates Current At August 2021

PARAMETER LOCATION SUMMARY

Ref
AR

Description

Alterations and Renovations

GFA

Total Cost

$/m'

$

32

273,558

u3

2,909,320

65

551,040

272

2,309,907

SB

Substructure

CL

Columns

UF

Upper Floors

sc

Staircases

27

228,123

RF

Roof

413

3,509,098

EW

Extemal Walls

325

2,761,712

ED

Extemal Doors

NW

lnternal Walls

NS

lntemal Screens and Borrowed

12

1U,282

235

1,998,278

17

'143,551

60

506,322

Lights

ND

lnternal Doors

WF

Wall Finishes

240

2,035,892

FF Floor Finishes
CF Ceiling Finishes
FT Fitments
SE Special Equipment
SF Sanitary Fixtures
PD Sanitary Plumbing
VE Ventilation
AC Air Conditioning
FP Fire Protection
LP Light and Power

243

2,065,535

280

2,373,989

327

2,773,055

52

439,998

113

962,185

243

2,067,090

CM

Communications

126

1,074J05

TS
SS
XP
XR
XL
XK
XD

TransportationSystems

49

412,500

Special Services

38

326,903

Site Preparation

116

982,256

Roads, Footpaths and Paved Areas

306

2,599,818

Landscaping and lmprovements

441

3,745,006

Extemal Stormwater Drainage

97

824,999

Extemal Sewer Drainage

32

275,000

XW

External Water Supply

19

16s,001

XF
XE
XC
YY

Extemal Fire Protection
Extemal Electric Light and Power
External Communications
Special Provisions
ESTIMATED NETCOST

10

85,144

35

294,210

420

3,565,304

101

853,807

58

495,000

226

I ,918,01 5

26

220,001

130

1,099,996

5,529

46,950,000

lndicative Cost Estimate
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